Arla Foods
A global dairy company and a co-operative
owned by dairy farmers. Arla have production
facilities in 12 countries and sales offices in a
further 30, totaling over 18,000 employees
Their products which include the wellknown brands Cravendale and Lurpak
are sold in more than 100 countries,
with Denmark, Sweden, The UK,
Finland, Germany and The Netherlands
representing their core markets.
Through the Closer to Nature concept,
Arla is committed to making products
free from artificial colouring and
flavouring and limit the use of additives.
They are also the world’s largest organic
dairy company.
Arla commissioned eleventeenth to
deliver a transport management system
at its Stourton distribution site to
manage three departments, each with
different skill bases. The key aim was
to streamline planning, taking data held
in multiple locations and combining it to
intelligently plan manning for routes.
DLM’s built in logic saves Arla’s
planners time when updating driver availability, route requirements and
allocating resources. It helps with adherence to rules and regulations, enforcing
or flagging scenarios where appropriate.

“DLM has significantly
streamlined our operation at the
two Arla South East distribution
sites. Before introducing DLM
we were double entering data in
multiple internal systems and
spreadsheets. DLM worked in
partnership with our transport
team to consolidate and integrate
all our data and workflow into one
centralised on-line environment.
Senior management, shift
managers, drivers and agency all
have secure 24/7 access to their
relevant screens from anywhere
with internet access. Due to the
success of this project we are
now working with DLM on other
business improvement projects.”
Dave Parker,
Senior Transport Manager,
Arla Foods

Furthermore, Agency users have access to manage and nominate their own
drivers to cover routes within DLM. Drivers have direct access to request
holidays and overtime and view their own schedules. Both measures save time
and resources and provide an audit trail of communication for Arla.
Achieving the key aim has brought a number of other benefits
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A single point of access
for all users, showing
real time information

Centralisation of route
data and requirements,
via import or manual
entry
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Centralisation of
driver and rota data,
including licence
expiry

Easy access to
reporting across
departments

Once implemented the Arla team found ways the system could further support
their role and reduce workload. Throughout the project the DLM team worked
closely with the system end users, to deliver enhancements and to bespoke
reports and exports to reflect layouts familiar to the Arla teams.
Further deployments at the Arla South East distribution sites followed.
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